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A little bit about me

 build and support WordPress sites at 
WebDevStudios / Maintainn

 advocate for contributing, 
Contributor Working Group

 relax with British murder mysteries 
and a giant cup of tea



Accessibility and me

 3 years of learning, and counting
 increasingly poor eyesight
 frequent temporary disabilities
 neuro-fun family



Agenda

 Why neurological disabilities
 Types of neurological disabilities
 Website tips 



What are Neurodisabilities?



Neurodisabilities affect

Nervous system:

 brain
 nerves
 spinal cord



Why I care about neurodisabilities



Neurological Disabilities:
The Linux OS of the A11y world



Top tips for accessibility fixes

Usual results are for:

 visual disabilities
 physical disabilities
 audio disabilities



Neurological disabilities are often:

 overlooked and under-considered
 not accommodated with “overlay” 

plugins
 affecting a larger population than 

expected, particularly in the tech 
community



Understanding Neurological Disabilities



ADHD

Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder 
impacts parts of the brain that help us 
plan, focus on, and execute tasks

 difficulty focussing/easily distracted
 short-term memory 
 difficulty making decisions



Autism

A group of conditions that cause social, 
communication, and behavioral 
challenges.

 very literal thinkers
 direct, to the point communication
 sensory processing overload
 prefer consistency and 

dependability and uniformity



Learning disabilities

An information-processing problem 
that prevents a person from learning a 
skill and using it effectively

■ reading (dyslexia)
■ writing (dysgraphia)
■ processing numbers (dyscalculia)



Memory impairments

Inability to remember information

■ short or long term
■ dementia, concussion, PTSD
■ working memory



Mental health

Cognitive, emotional, and behavioural 
well-being. How we think, feel, and act.

 paranoia, schizophrenia, depression, 
anxiety

 difficulty focusing, processing, or 
understanding information

 medication side effects: blurred 
vision, hand tremors, et



Seizure and vestibular disorders`

Disorders that cause seizures or other 
issues with the vestibular (inner 
ear/brain) system

 epilepsy
 migraines
 nausea
 dizziness



Website Tips



Layout Options



Text alignment
Do: left-align text Don't: centre or justify



Line length
Do: use shorter lines Don't: use longer, full-width 

paragraphs



Navigation
Do: 

 make important information easy to 
find

 make your site searchable
 group similar pages into submenus 

and keep top navigation short

Don't: 

 hide your contact information
 create mismatched submenus 

that don’t belong under their 
parent menu item

 build long top menus that flow 
over several lines and 
overwhelm visitors



Language Options



Screen readers and captioning

Do: provide multiple ways to consume 
your content (text, audio, video)

Don’t: assume screen readers and 
captioning are only for people with 
audio and visual disabilities



Form input fields
Do: use labels Don't: use placeholder text as labels



Content
Do: ensure your content is easy to 
understand and images replacing text 
make sense

Don't: use complicated 
words/phrasing, acronyms  or 
metaphors



Control Options



Animation/movement

Do: keep flashing content to 3 flashes or 
less per second

Don't: use lots of movement close 
together



Video and audio

Do: provide controls to start and stop Don't: use autoplay or have instant 
loud  sound effects



Time pressure

Do: provide ample time to read and make 
decisions

Don't: use unnecessary countdowns



Our brains aren’t all running the same 
operating software. 
Your website should support as many as 
possible.



Credits and resources

https://www.w3.org/WAI/people-use-web/abilities-barriers/#cognitive

https://lilianna11y.com/2017/11/06/5-ways-to-make-website-app-accessible-for-people-
with-adhd/

https://www.boia.org/blog/how-web-accessibility-affects-people-with-autism

https://www.accessibilityinsights.io/



Thank you

Questions?

Christina Workman

Twitter: @amethystanswers


